Installation Tools
Modular crimping tools
#06228

#02331

#02302

Net Price:
61.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.22 USD
Unit: pcs

Hanlong modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p+10p
(Hanlong HT-200AR)
Enables crimping all the typical modular plugs from 10p to 4p
(also DEC), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front crimping
ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.
Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, arms returning
block mechanism
Arms length: 20.3 cm.
Replaceable blades: yes
Matching blades: #04390
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (AT-2008)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (AT-2008R)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires.
Replaceable blades: yes
Matching stripping blades set: #03299 HT-200S.
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism.
Replaceable blades: yes
Arms length: 20.3 cm
Packagnig: Blister pack

#02325

#07786

#02332

Net Price:
8.78 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.10 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.24 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (AT-500)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (AT-N2008AR)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (AT-N5684R)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs, stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Economic version of the tool enabling crimping RJ45 modular
computer plugs, modular telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12,
DEC), modular headphone plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and
cutting excess wire. Front crimping ensures that all contacts
are pressed evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire.

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose:modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism
Replaceable blades: yes
Arms length: 21 cm
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, inbuilt arms returning block mechanism
Replaceable blades: yes
Arms length: 19 cm
Packaging: Blister pack

#02260

#02261

#02274

Net Price:
46.70 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
57.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
61.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (Hanlong
HT-1008)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (Hanlong
HT-2008A)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (Hanlong
HT-2008AR)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.

Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, opening
lock, fiber-glass corp
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: p8c (RJ45), 6p6c (RJ12); 6p4c (RJ11); 6p2c
(RJ10), 4p4c (RJ9); 4p2c, 6p6c DEC/OFF SET
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, metal corp
Ratchet mechanism: no
Length: 210mm
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong
Matching blades: #04390

Purpose: p8c (RJ45), 6p6c (RJ12); 6p4c (RJ11); 6p2c
(RJ10), 4p4c (RJ9); 4p2c, 6p6c DEC/OFF SET
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, inbuilt arms returning block mechanism
Length: 210mm
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong
Matching blades: #04390

#03354

#08342

Net Price:
36.10 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (Hanlong
HT-N468B)
Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.
Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong
Matching blades: #04390

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p (SK-8468BR)
Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12, DEC), modular headphone
plugs (RJ9, RJ10), stripping and cutting excess wire. Front
crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly.
Purpose: modular plugs RJ50 (10p), modular computer plugs
RJ45 (8p8c), modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c),
6p6c modular DEC type plugs, RJ9 modular headphone
plugs (4p4c; 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, inbuilt arms returning block mechanism
Arms length: 215 mm.
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
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Installation Tools
#08338

#04554

#02321

Net Price:
43.70 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
34.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.22 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p w/cable tester
(AT-022)

Modular crimping tool 4p+6p+8p w/cable tester
(AT-5684CR)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire. Front crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed
evenly.
A simple diode tester in the arms of the tool allows you to
check if the plug is tightened correctly.
Delivered along with a cover.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire.
A simple diode tester in the arms of the tool allows you to
check if the plug is tightened correctly.

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs RJ12 and RJ11 (6p6c, 6p4c and 6p2c), RJ10
and RJ9 modular headphone plugs (4p4c and 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, inbuilt arms returning block mechanism.
Arms length: 19 cm
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs RJ12 and RJ11 (6p6c, 6p4c and 6p2c), RJ10
and RJ9 modular headphone plugs (4p4c and 4p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat and round
wires, cable tester, arm return lock
Arms length: 19 cm
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Modular crimping tool 6p (AT-2096C)
Economic crimping tool for for six-pin modular telephone
connectors (RJ11, RJ12)
Purpose: modular telephone plugs (6p6c, 6p4c, 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, opening
lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

#07455

#07787

#02327

Net Price:
23.70 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.22 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
4.83 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (AT-2810R)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (AT-500R)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (AT-568R)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire. Front crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed
evenly.

Economic version of the tool enabling crimping RJ45 modular
computer plugs, modular telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12),
stripping and cutting excess wire. Front crimping ensures that
all contacts are pressed evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs and modular
telephone plugs, stripping and cutting excess wire.

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c and 8p8c
AMP), modular telephone plugs (6p6c, 6P4C, 6P2C)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism.
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), RJ12 and
RJ11 modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires,
lightweight steeel construction, inbuilt arms returning block
mechanism
Replaceable blades: yes
Arms length: 18.5 cm
Packaging: Blister pack

#02252

#02262

#04364

Net Price:
9.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
17.40 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
37.90 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (AT-8086R)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (Hanlong HT-268)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (Hanlong HT-500R)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire. Front crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed
evenly.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs, stripping and cutting excess wire.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire. Front crimping ensures that all contacts are pressed
evenly.

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose:modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), RJ12 and
RJ11 modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism
Replaceable blades:yes
PackagingBlister: pack
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose:modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions:Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism
Replaceable blades:yes
Packaging:Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

#02263

#04212

#07480

Net Price:
13.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
25.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (Hanlong HT-568)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p (Hanlong HT-568R)

Modular crimping tool 6p+8p+shield (Atex 4200)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire.

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12), stripping and cutting excess
wire.

Purpose: modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), RJ12 and
RJ11 modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions: Cutter and stripper for flat wires,
lightweight metal construction.
Replaceable blades: yes
Arms length: 18,5 cm
Packaging:Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose:RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c), RJ12 and
RJ11 modular telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions:Cutter and stripper for flat wires, inbuilt
return block mechanism, lightweight metal construction
Arms length: 18.5 cm
Replaceable blades:yes
Packaging:Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, modular
telephone plugs (RJ11, RJ12). The crimping mechanism
ensures that all contacts are pressed evenly. The tool
enables crimping the screen of RJ-45 plugs.
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Purpose:modular computer plugs RJ45 (8p8c), modular
telephone plugs (6p6c; 6p4c; 6p2c)
Additional functions:RJ45 screen crimping
Packaging: Box
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Installation Tools
#02322

#02301

#04553

Net Price:
3.51 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.85 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
18.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 8p (AT-208M)

Modular crimping tool 8p (AT-210C)

Modular crimping tool 8p (AT-236Q1)

Economic crimping tool for 8-pin RJ45 modular connectors.

Economic crimping tool for 8-pin RJ45 modular connectors.

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, opening lock
Arms length: 18.3 cm
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose:RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c)
Additional functions:cutter and wire stripper, opening lock
Replaceable blades:yes
Packaging:Blister pack

Crimping tool for 8-pin RJ45 modular connectors with the
additional function to clamp the screen.
Purpose:RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c), cat. 6A, cat. 7
shield crimp
Additional functions: opening lock, connector shield clamping
Packaging:Blister pack

#07785

#02258

#04365

Net Price:
9.22 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
8.29 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
27.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 8p (AT-L2182R)

Modular crimping tool 8p (Hanlong HT-210C)

Modular crimping tool 8p (Hanlong HT-L2182R)

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, stripping
and cutting excess wire. Front crimping ensures that all
contacts are pressed evenly.

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, opening lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Enables crimping RJ45 modular computer plugs, stripping
and cutting excess wire. Front crimping ensures that all
contacts are pressed evenly.

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, arm return lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs (8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire ctripper, arm return lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong
Matching blades: #04390

#02255

#02320

#03874

Net Price:
14.10 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
11.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
27.80 USD
Unit: pcs

Modular crimping tool 10p (Hanlong HT-2092C)

Modular crimping tool 6p, 8p and open-pass type

Purpose: modular plugs (10p10c)
Additional functions: Steel construction, arms covered by soft
material, opening lock.
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Enables crimping RJ45 modular open-pass type computer
plugs, stripping and cutting excess wire.
Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs open-pass type
(8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, arm return lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

Modular crimping tool 8p open-pass type
(Hanlong HT-580ER)
Enables crimping RJ45 modular open-pass type computer
plugs, stripping and cutting excess wire.
Purpose: RJ45 modular computer plugs open-pass type
(8p8c)
Additional functions: cutter and wire stripper, arm return lock
Replaceable blades: yes
Packaging: Blister pack

#08336

#04205

#02304

Net Price:
2.41 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.51 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
6.15 USD
Unit: pcs

Mini punch down tool, krone type terminal
(AT-3141B)

Punch down tool, 110 terminal (Hanlong
HT-315DR)

Punch down tool, 110/88 terminal (AT-T314B)
Punch down tool for 110/88 terminal. Regulated force
(L=10kG, H=15kg).

#04284

#04283

#07818

Net Price:
27.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
15.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
17.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Punch down tool, 110/88 terminal (Hanlong
HT-364BR)

Punch down tool, 110/88+krone type terminal
(Hanlong HT-344KR)

HT-3640 handle with HT-14TB tip.

Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a Krone or
110/88 type terminal. Excess core is automatically trimmed
when crimped.

- Two-stage impact force regulation;
- Built-in hooks for easy removal of modules or separation of
the cable;
- Replaceable blades;
- The option of mounting a knife inverted by 180 °;
- Magazine for replaceable knives;
- The installed HT-14TB double-sided knife allows for work
with or without trimming excess wire.

Purpose:Krone type terminals, 110/88 type terminals, Dual
Block typ terminals
Clamping force adjustment:no
Spring lock:yes
Replaceable tip: yes
Automatic cutting of excess core:yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong
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Punch down tool, for 110/88 type terminal
Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a 110/88 type
terminal. Round cable stripper and scredriver function
Purpose:110/88 type terminals
Clamping force adjustment:yes
Spring lock: yes
Replaceable tip:yes
Automatic cutting of excess core:no
Packaging: blister
Additional: round cable stripper, screwdriver
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Installation Tools
#08351

#07481

#04795

Net Price:
8.56 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
4.29 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.51 USD
Unit: pcs

Punch down tool, for both krone and pouyet type
terminal

Punch down tool, for Huawei type terminal
(DXD1)

Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a Krone or
Pouyet type terminal. Excess core is automatically trimmed
when crimped.

Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a Huawei type
terminal. Excess core is automatically trimmed when crimped.

Purpose:Krone type terminals, Pouyet type terminals
Clamping force adjustment:no
Spring lock:no
Replaceable tip: yes
Automatic cutting of excess core:yes
Packaging: cardboard

Punch down tool, krone type terminal

Purpose:Huawei type terminals
Clamping force adjustment:no
Spring lock: yes
Replaceable tip:no
Automatic cutting of excess core:yes
Packaging: foil

#02303

#01889

Net Price:
3.29 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
8.71 USD
Unit: pcs

Punch down tool, Krone type terminal
(AT-314KR)

Punch down tool, krone type terminal (Hanlong
HT-314KR)

Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a Krone type
terminal. Excess core is automatically trimmed when crimped.

Enables clamping the cable core in patch panels, connectors,
keystone modules and boxes equipped with a Krone type
terminal. Excess core is automatically trimmed when crimped.

Purpose: Krone type terminals
Clamping force adjustment: no
Spring lock: no
Replaceable tip: no
Automatic cutting of excess core: yes
Packaging: cardboard

Purpose:Krone type terminals
Clamping force adjustment:no
Spring lock:no
Replaceable tip:no
Automatic cutting of excess core:yes
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Crimping tools, coaxial
#04556

#02330

#04259

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
21.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (AT-336G)

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (AT-336K)

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong HT-336G)

Made of tempered carbon steel, oxided.

Made of carbon steel. Inbuilt arms returning block mechanism
and crimping depth.

Made of tempered carbon steel, oxided.

Crimping diameter: 1.09 mm, 1.72 mm, 2.54 mm, 3.48 mm,
5.41 mm, 6.48 mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG62, RG174
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336G, HT-5133G

Crimping diameter: 2.54 mm, 3.25 mm, 10.9 mm
Connector types: LC
Cable types: RG8, RG11, RG174, RG213, H1000, CNT400,
FIBER OPTIC

Crimping diameter: 1.09 mm, 1.72 mm, 2.54 mm, 3.48 mm,
5.41 mm, 6.48 mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG62, RG174
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336G, HT-5133G

#04252

#04293

#02305

Net Price:
21.40 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
21.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
24.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong HT-336I)

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong HT-336K)

Inbuilt arms returning block mechanism and crimping depth.

Made of carbon steel. Inbuilt arms returning block mechanism
and crimping depth.

Crimping diameter: 1.70 mm, 2.36 mm, 5.36 mm, 6.46 mm,
8.00 mm
Cable types: RG6, RG58, RG59, H155, H-RF5, RF-5,
RF-240.
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336I, HT-5133I

Crimping diameter: 2.54 mm, 3.25 mm, 10.9 mm
Connector types: LC
Cable types: RG8, RG11, RG174, RG213, H1000, CNT400,
FIBER OPTIC
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336K, HT-5133K

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-336P1)
Inbuilt arms returning block mechanism and crimping depth.
Crimping diameter: 1,73 mm, 2,49 mm, 5,41 mm, 6,48 mm,
8,15 mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG62, RG6, H155
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336P1, HT-5133P1

#02352

#04299

#04392

Net Price:
21.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
24.90 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
16.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong HT-336V)
Crimping diameter: 1.09 mm, 1.75 mm, 2.54 mm, 3.25 mm,
3.84 mm, 5.41 mm
Connectors types: SMA, SMB, SMC, MCX, LC, ST
Cable types: COAXIAL, FIBER OPTIC
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336V, HT-5133V

Coaxial ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-5133D2)

Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM)

Inbuilt arms returning block mechanism and crimping depth.

The arms of the crimper are equipped with inputs which
allows for completion of a tool suitable for a given type of
connectors and cables. Inbuilt arms returning block
mechanism and crimping depth regulator.

Crimping diameter: 1.73 mm, 5.41 mm, 6.50 mm, 10.90 mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG11, RG8, RG213, H155,
H1000, CNT400.
Manufacturer's markings: HT-336D2, HT-5133D2
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Purpose: connectors depending on the chosen input
Packaging: Blister pack
Manufacturer: Hanlong
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Installation Tools
#07478

#08343

#07177

Net Price:
5.93 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
16.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
6.34 USD
Unit: pcs

Compression crimping tool for F type
compression connectors (AT-H518A)

Compression crimping tool for F type
compression connectors (AT-H548A)

Compression crimping tool for F type
compression connectors (Hanlong HT-H526)

For crimping F type compression connectors on coaxial
cables.

For crimping F type compression connectors on coaxial
cables. Thanks to the rotating head, the connectors can be
crimped on RG59, RG6 and RG11 cables. In addition, the
crimper has the ability to adjust the length of the connector.

For crimping RG59 and RG6 F type compression connectors.
Simple design with a stripper and a cutter.

Purpose: F type comression connectors
Cable types: RG59/RG6
Compressed distance RG59/RG6: 20.3 mm
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: F type compression connectors
Cable types: RG59/RG6, RG11
Connector length for RG59/RG6: 15,5 ÷ 22,6 mm
Connector length for RG11: 30,5 ÷ 37,3 mm
Packaging: Blister pack

Purpose: F type compression connectors
Cable types: RG59/RG6
Packaging: cardboard
Producer: Hanlong

#06946

#04362

#03217

Net Price:
34.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
40.80 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
57.40 USD
Unit: pcs

Compression crimping tool for F type
compression connectors (Hanlong HT-H548A1)
For crimping F type compression connectors on coaxial
cables. Thanks to the rotating head, the connectors can be
crimped on RG59, RG6 and RG11 cables. In addition, the
crimper has the ability to adjust the length of the connector.
Purpose: F type compression connectors
Cable types: RG59/RG6
Connector length for RG59/RG6: 15,5 ÷ 22,6 mm
Connector length for RG11: 30,5 ÷ 37,3 mm
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

Compression crimping tool for F, BNC & RCA
compression connectors with adjustment for
crimping different length of connectors (Hanlong
HT-H510B)

Conic F connector crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-507)

For crimping various types of compression connectors on
coaxial cables. The design also allows for clamping angular
connectors. In addition, the crimper has the ability to adjust
the length of the connector.

Purpose: F type connectors
Cable types: RG6
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Enables quick and precise crimping od conic type connectors
on RG6 cables. Does not require adjustment.

Purpose: F;BNC;RCA type compression connectors, angular
connectors
Cable types: RG59/RG6; RG11
Packaging: Blister pack
Producer: Hanlong

#04551

#02231

#02233

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
15.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
6.34 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial hex crimping tool (AT-106D)

Coaxial hex crimping tool (Hanlong HT-106E)

Metal construction, pressure adjustment.

Metal construction, pressure regulation.

Crimping diameter: 1.72 mm, 5.40 mm, 6.48 mm
Cable types: RG55, RG58, RG59, RG62, RG140, RG210,
BELDEN 141, BELDEN 142, BELDEN 223, BELDEN 303,
BELDEN 400, BELDEN 8279
Connectors type: BNC, TNC, UHF, SMA

Crimping diameter: 5.40 mm, 8.20 mm, 11.4 mm
Cable types: RG6, RG11, RG58, RG213

Coaxial hex crimping tool (Hanlong HT-106H)

Crimping tools, other
#02236

#02237

#04559

Net Price:
3.85 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
6.49 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Diy crimping tool (Hanlong HT-202A)

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (AT-336S)
For wires with 6-10-16 mm2 cross-section.

Diy crimping tool (Hanlong HT-202B)

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (AT-336E)

Purpose: D-sub sockets and pins, telephone fork connectors,
ring terminals, insulated connectors, non-insulated
connectors
Cable types: 0.1-5.0mm2 (28-10 AWG)
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

For wires with 0.5-0.75-1-1.5-2.5-4 mm2 cross-section.

#04560

#04256

#02246

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
21.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.95 USD
Unit: pcs

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-236E)

D-sub crimping tool (Hanlong HT-213)
Inbuilt cutter. Arms has 17.5 cm length.

For wires with 0.5-0.75-1-1.5-2.5-4 mm2 cross-section.
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#03353

#04382

#02253

Net Price:
24.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
36.40 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
5.71 USD
Unit: pcs

D-sub crimping tool (Hanlong HT-5332C3)

Solar connector crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-5535S2)

For D-sub connectors, 0.5-1.0mm2 (18-22 AWG) and
0.05-0.25 (24-30 AWG) cables.

Splices crimping tool (AT-311)
Enables crimping of typical quick couplers on single wires of
telephone cable.

For male and female MC4 type solar connectors.
Purpose: MC4 type solar connectors
For wires with diameters: 2.5 / 4.0 / 6.0 mm2
Cable types: 2.5mm2, 4.0mm2, 6.0mm2
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: #01846 UY double quick coupler, #04905 UY2
double quick coupler, #01847 UR triple quick coupler
Arms length: 15 cm
Packaging: Blister

#03291

#04562

#04251

Net Price:
8.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.66 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
21.20 USD
Unit: pcs

Splices crimping tool (Hanlong HT-105)

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (AT-236C)

Enables crimping of typical quick couplers on single wires of
telephone cable.

Crimping tool for unisolated car connectors, crimping for wires
with 0.5-1.0; 1.5-2.5; 4.0-6.0 mm2 (10-12, 14-16, 18-20 AWG)
cross-section. Return block mechanism.

Purpose:#01846 UY double quick coupler, #04905 UY2
double quick coupler, #01847 UR triple quick coupler
Packaging:Blister
Producer: Hanlong

#02241

#04377

Net Price:
16.40 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
24.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong HT-301)
For wires with 0.5-1.0; 1.5-2.5; 4.0-6.0 mm2 (22-18, 16-14,
12-10 AWG) cross-section. Arms block mechanism.

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-236C)
Crimping tool for unisolated car connectors, crimping for wires
with 0.5-1.0; 1.5-2.5; 4.0-6.0 mm2 (10-12, 14-16, 18-20 AWG)
cross-section. Return block mechanism.

Terminal ratchet crimping tool (Hanlong
HT-5132H)
For wires with 0.5-1.0; 1.5-2.5; 4.0-6.0 mm2 (22-18, 16-14,
12-10 AWG) cross-section.

Stripper tools
#02316

#04206

#02317

Net Price:
0.307 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
0.307 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.98 USD
Unit: pcs

Easy stripper (UTP/STP) (AT-308M)

Easy stripper (UTP/STP) (AT-318)

Universal stripper (AT-S501A)

Made of plastic, economic version. For 5-6.2mm diameter
UTP/STP wires.

Economic tool for stripping STP and UTP wires with Ø5-Ø6.2
mm diameters and crimping in terminal 110.

For UTP/STP wires, telephone flat cables (2c, 4c, 6c, 8c),
18-22 AWG cables and other multi-core cables with 3.2-9mm
diameters.
Purpose: twisted-pair cables, other multi-core cables with
3.2-9mm diameters
Arms length: 12.2 cm
Blade regulation: no
Replaceable blades: yes

#02222

#04287

#07788

Net Price:
4.77 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
6.55 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.64 USD
Unit: pcs

Universal stripper (Hanlong HTS-501A)

Universal stripper (Hanlong HTS-501B)

Coaxial cable stripper (AT-312B)

For UTP/STP wires and other multi-core cables with 3.2-9mm
diameters.

For UTP/STP wires and other multi-core cables with 3.2-9mm
diameters.

Three regulated blades.

Purpose:twisted-pair cables,other multi-core cables with
3.2-9mm diameters
Blade regulation:no
Replaceable blades:yes
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose:twisted-pair cables, other multi-core cables with
3.2-9mm diameters
Blade regulation:additional adjustable knob for fitting different
cable sizes
Replaceable blades:yes
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: RG58 and RG59 coaxial cables
Number of blades: 3
Blade regulation: yes

#02319

#03216

#07179

Net Price:
3.86 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.88 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.68 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial cable stripper (AT-332)

Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-322)

Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-322X1)

Two regulated cutting blades and four-position module fitting
to the type of cable. RG58/RG59/RG6/3C2V/4C2V/5C2V

Three regulated blades allow simultaneous stripping of outer
jacket and isolation from inner wire.

Two blades allow simultaneous stripping of outer jacket and
isolation from inner wire.
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#02215

#02279

#04396

Net Price:
7.13 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.80 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.68 USD
Unit: pcs

Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-332)

Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-332D)

Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-362)

Two regulated cutting blades and four-position module fitting
to the type of cable.

Two regulated cutting blades and four-position module fitting
to the type of cable, RG174.

Two blades allow simultaneous stripping of outer coat and
isolation from inner wire.

#03825

#03824

#03826

Net Price:
17.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
30.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.50 USD
Unit: pcs

Outer jacket longitudinal cutter, 1,5mm - 3,3mm

Outer jacket longitudinal cutter, 4,5mm - 11mm

Universal fiber cable stripper, 3.2-5.55mm

For cutting the tubes of fiber optic cables. It has four holes
from 1.5 to 3.3 mm diameters.

For cutting the tubes of fiber optic cables. It has five holes
from 4.5 to 11 mm in diameters.

Purpose: longitudinal cutting of loose tubes and fiber optic
cables
Cable holes diameters: 1.5-1.9mm, 2.0-2.4mm, 2.5-2.9mm,
3.0-3.3mm

Assignment: longitudinal cutting of fiber optic cables tubes
Cable diameters: 4.5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 11mm

Stripper dedicated to fiber optic cables with 3.2-5.55mm
diameter. Reguletad blades enable precise choice of the cuts'
depth in order to avoid accidental damage to the cable. The
stripper is also suitable for thin coaxial cables.
Purpose: cutting the coat and tube of cables with 3.2-5.55mm
diameters
Cutting blades: 2 cross cut blades, 1 longitudinal cut blade

#07784

#02307

#02213

Net Price:
10.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
11.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
11.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Universal fiber optic stripper (Class CFS-2)
Universal stripper for patchcord cables and their cords. It has
two holes with 1mm and 0.25 diameters. Does not require
regulation.
Purpose: 125µm fibres
Hole diameters: glass cladding 250->125µm, buffer insulation
900->250µm
Length: 165mm
Packaging: cardboard

Universal fiber optic stripper (Hanlong
HTS-144H)

Universal fiber optic stripper AT-S143

Universal stripper for stripping insulation from patchcord
cables and their fibers. One compact tool with three holes
that allow for stripping most insulations.
Hole diameters: glass cladding 250->125µm, buffer insulation
900->250µm, outer PVC jacket 2-3 mm
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Universal stripper for stripping insulation from patchcord
cables and their fibers. One compact tool with three holes
that allow for stripping most insulations. Equipped with a
screw for precise regulation.
Hole diameters: glass cladding 250->125µm, buffer insulation
900->250µm, outer PVC jacket 2-3 mm
Packaging: Blister

#07454

#07477

#02300

Net Price:
13.80 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
10.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.51 USD
Unit: pcs

Universal FTTH cable stripper (AT-S3139)

Universal stripper

Universal stripper (AT-700D)

The tool allows for proper removal of the coating of FTTH flat
subscriber cables. A built-in scale allows repeatable cutting.

Automatic stripper with a wire diameter regulation
mechanism.

Packaging: cardboard

Material: Steel, clamp hardness RC52-57
Wire diameter: 0.2÷6mm
Arm length: 207mm
Additional functions: Universal isolation stripper with function
of cutting, during process of isolation stripping automatically
fits to the diameter of stripped cable, possibility of regulation
of lenght of stripping section
Packaging: Blister

- Universal isolation stripper with function of cutting.
- During process of isolation stripping automatically fits to the
diameter of stripped cable.
- Possibility of regulation of lenght of stripping section.
- Wire Diameter 0.2÷6mm

Cable cutter & stripper (Hanlong HT-223)
Material: tempered carbonide steel.
Wire cross-section: 0.5~4.0 mm2.
Arms length: 12.7 cm
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

#02221

#04297

Net Price:
3.73 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.57 USD
Unit: pcs

Universal cable stripper with cutter (Hanlong
HT-352)
For stripping of cable types: coaxial (RG59, RG6, RG11,
RG7), UTP/STP, flat telephone cables. The rotating element
allows to prepare the coaxial cable for clamping the
connectors.
Purpose: UTP / STP twisted cable, telephone wires, coaxial
cables (RG59; RG6; RG11, H155)
Blades: 2, replacable, regulated
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong
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Cutting tools
#02210

#02212

#02211

Net Price:
4.77 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.46 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.01 USD
Unit: pcs

Precise cable cutter (Hanlong HT-222)

Cable cutter & stripper (Hanlong HT-1091)

Cable cutter (Hanlong HT-109)

Made of durable alloy for cutting elements with a maximum
diameter of 1mm2.

Precise cutter with a hole enabling stripping of insulation.
Arms are covered with a soft material.

Easy tool made for cutting wires and other small electronic
elements.

Arms length: 13.4 cm
Wire cross-section: up to 1 mm2 (18 AWG)
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Arms length: 12.7 cm
Cross-section of the cut wire: up to 1mm2 (18 AWG)
Stripping wire hole diameter: 0.4-0.65 mm (22÷26AWG)
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Material: tempered carbonide steel, oxided
Arms length: 12.7 cm
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

#06945
Net Price:
9.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Cable cutter (Hanlong HT-A184A)
Made for cutting and preliminary treatment of coaxial cables
before crimping the connectors.
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG6, RG7, i RG11
Arms length: 16.2 cm
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Tool sets
#03821

#02272

Net Price:
386.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
67.70 USD
Unit: pcs

Fiber Optic Tool Kit

Tool kit (Hanlong HT-330K)

This kit prepares fiber optic cables for welding and making
basic measurements of the work performed. Includes tools for
ferrule and adapter cleaning.

Professional tool kit for the processing of coaxial cables that
contains everything necessary for the correct crimping of
connectors on RG6, RG58, RG11, RG174 and other cables.
Delivered in a handy suitcase.

Kit contents:
Tools:
- #07454 FTTH cable stripper (Atex S3139)
- Fiber optical stripper
- #04552 Ergonomic scissor for cutting cevlar (Atex AT-C151)
- Fiber cleaver with container for waste
Measuring devices:
- Optical power meter
- Visual fault locator

Contents: #04392 Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM), #02207 Coaxial cable cutter (Hanlong HT-206),
#02215 Coaxial cable stripper (Hanlong HT-332), screwdriver
Crimper inserts: 3A4 (RG58; RG59; RG62; RG174), 3C
(RG58; RG59; RG6; RG62), 3G (RG58; RG59; RG62;
RG174; fiber optic), 3J (RG174; RG179; Belden 8218; fiber
optic), 3K (RG8; RG11; RG174; RG179; RG213)
Packaging: Plastic case
Producer: Hanlong

Cleaning accessories:
- #03803 One-click cleaner for 2.5mm fiber connectors
(SC/ST/FC)
- #03804 One-click cleaner for 1.25mm fiber connectors (LC)
- Alcohol pump bottle
- Fiber cleaner (for connectors)
Packaging: plastic case 450x400x120mm

Other tools
#04724

#04552

#04250

Net Price:
7.68 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
9.46 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
12.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Fiber optic kevlar cutting scissors (AT-C147)

Fiber optic kevlar cutting scissors (AT-C151)

Economic scissors meant for or cutting excess fiber optic
cables and aramid materials.

Economic scissors meant for or cutting off excess fiber optic
cables and aramid materials.

Length: 147mm
Packaging: Blister

Length:147mm
Packaging:Blister

Fiber optic kevlar cutting scissors (Hanlong
HT-C151)
Scissors meant for or cutting excess fiber optic cables and
aramid materials.
Length:147mm
Packaging:Blister
Producer: Hanlong
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#06947

#04378

Net Price:
7.15 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.48 USD
Unit: pcs

Removal tool for F conncetor (Hanlong
HT-2206F)

T-tool for F conncetor (Hanlong HT-224E)

Makes removing F connectors easier, the long arm enables
working in confined spaces.

Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Enables twisting a F connector onto a stripped cable ending.

Arm length: 15.6 cm
Packaging: Blister
Producer: Hanlong

Self-adhesive insulation tapes
#05847

#05849

#05851

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Insulating tape black PVC

Insulating tape blue PVC

Insulating tape green PVC

Insulating tape, black, length 10 m.

Insulating tape blue, length 10 m.

Insulating tape green, length 10 m.

Properties and advantages:
- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

Properties and advantages:

Properties and advantages:

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC.
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

#05850

#05855

#05848

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Insulating tape grey PVC

Insulating tape orange PVC

Insulating tape red PVC

Insulating tape grey, length 10 m.

Insulating tape orange, length 10 m.

Insulating tape red, length 10 m.

Properties and advantages:

Properties and advantages:

Properties and advantages:

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10
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#05845

#05853

#05852

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Net Price:
0.598 USD
Unit: 10m

Insulating tape white PVC

Insulating tape yellow PVC

Insulating tape yellow-green PVC

Insulating tape white, length 10 m.

Insulating tape yellow, length 10 m.

Insulating tape yellow-green, length 10 m.

Properties and advantages:

Properties and advantages:

Properties and advantages:

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Suitable for use on uneven surfaces
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

Carrier:
plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
15 mm
Tensile strength:
19 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 190%
Adhesion on steel: 2.0 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -10 up to 105 degree C
Certificates: VDE, OVE, CEBEC
Complies with: EN 60 454-3-1F-PVC / 105 / A-Tx Type 10

#05862

#05863

#05859

Net Price:
2.88 USD
Unit: 25m

Net Price:
1.92 USD
Unit: 25m

Net Price:
2.88 USD
Unit: roll 33m

Flame-retardant woven polyester adhesive tapes

Non-woven polyester adhesive tape

Flame-retardant woven polyester adhesive tapes, black,
length 25 m.

Non-woven polyester adhesive tape, black, length 25 m.
Used as a replacement for "sackcloth" fabric tapes, resistant
to rotting and moulding, thanks to the use of synthetic
materials.

Properties and advantages:
- Resistant to aging,
- Resistant to low and high temperatures,
- Very high tensile strength,
- High adhesive strength,
- Compact and tight fabric structure,
- Does not contain solvents (solvent free),
- Does not corrode with PVC

Properties and advantages:
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to low and high temperatures
- Easy to tear (without sharp tools)
- Does not contain solvents (solvent free)
- Does not corrode with PVC
- European patent EP 0668 336 B1

Carrier: woven polyester fabric
Adhesive: syntetic rubber
Thickness: 0.30 mm
Widths: 19 mm
Tensile strength: 220 N / cm
Elongation at break: 25%
Adhesion on steel: 4.8 N / cm
Temperature range: -40 up to 110 degree C

Insulating tape, black, heat resistant, max 150
degree C
Insulating tape, based on a specially formed plasticized PVC
foil with an acrylic adhesive layer, black, length 33 m.
Highly resistant to temperature (up to 150°C) and to
automotive chemicals, including oils.
For insulating places exposed to low and high temperatures,
for longitudinal or spiral wrapping of cable bundles, for electric
motors and transformers
Properties and advantages:
- The parameters of the tape do not change despite changes
in ambient temperatures
- Lead-free and low-smoke
- High temperature
- Excellent resistance and elasticity in low temperatures
- Flame-retardant and self-extinguishing,
- Resistant to ageing
- Resistant to chemicals
- Resistant to fluids used in the automotive industry
- High flexibility prevents the tape from folding
- Solvent-free

Carrier: non-woven polyester fabric
Adhesive: syntetic rubber
Thickness: 0.30 mm
Widths: 19 mm
Tensile strength: 35 N / mm2
Elongation at break: 15%
Adhesion on steel: 5.9 N / cm
Temperature range: -40 up to 105 degree C

Carrier: specially formulated plasticized PVC film
Adhesive:
acrylic
Thickness:
0.15 mm
Widths:
19 mm
Tensile strength:
22 N/mm2
Elongation at break: 240%
Adhesion on steel: 2.3 N/cm
Breakdown voltage: > 40 kV/mm
Temperature range: -40 up to 125 degree C (max 150 degree
for 240 hours)

Chemicals
#04285

#04225

#06365

Net Price:
2.18 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.47 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.21 USD
Unit: pcs

Compressed air - dust remover, 300 ml

Compressed air - dust remover, 400 ml

Compressed air - dust remover, 600 ml

For removing dust from hard-to-reach places. Great for the
maintenance of cash registers, printers, etc

For removing dust from hard-to-reach places. Great for the
maintenance of cash registers, printers, etc

For removing dust from hard-to-reach places. Great for the
maintenance of cash registers, printers, etc
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#03302

#04281

#04282

Net Price:
21.30 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.31 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.41 USD
Unit: pcs

Compressed air non-flammable - dust remover,
200 ml

Contact cleaner type PR for potentiometers, 65
ml

Contact cleaner type S for oxidated contacts, 60
ml

The product enables intensive, concentrated airflow to
inaccessible places. Perfectly removes dust from various
elements, even the most inaccessible ones, especially where
wet or solvent cleaning cannot be used and where complete
dedusting is required. It doesn't leave any traces.

Contact PR recovers potentiometers and removes pollution.
Includes lubricant ensuring proper glide.

Contact cleaner type S cleans contacts made of oxides and
sulphides, protects against corrosion. This product doesn't
cause changes in resistance or undesirable voltage drops.
Oxides and sulfides dissolved by the S Contact may be rinsed
with the U-KU Contact (#04280).

This type of gas can be used in an inverted position to
prevent freezing.

#04280

#07658

#07657

Net Price:
1.41 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
4.55 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Contact cleaner type U (universal), 60 ml

Ethanol alcohol Kontakt ETANOL plus, 1l

Ethanol alcohol Kontakt ETANOL plus, 500ml

U-KU is a multi-purpose industrial and maintenance cleaner.
It effectively dissolves industrial grimes, greases, lubrication
fluids, silicone, oxides dissolved with the Contact S (#04282)
and all soldering residues (including rosin). It is suitable for
use in electrical maintenance.

Contact ETHANOL plus is a high-purity ethyl alcohol.
Perfectly removes all impurities from optical elements. May
be used for: CD-ROM readers-DVD readers, Audio-CD
readers, PhotoCD devices, optical devices, AV mechanisms,
AV heads. Leaves minimal traces that can be easily removed
with a microfiber cloth or a dust-free wipe.

Contact ETHANOL plus is a high-purity ethyl alcohol.
Perfectly removes all impurities from optical elements. May
be used for: CD-ROM readers-DVD readers, Audio-CD
readers, PhotoCD devices, optical devices, AV mechanisms,
AV heads. Leaves minimal traces that can be easily removed
with a microfiber cloth or a dust-free wipe.

Main ingredient percentage: 99,9%
Relative density at 20°C: 0.794 g / ml
Appereance: clear, colorless
Packaging: 1l plastic bottle

Main ingredient percentage: 99,9%
Relative density at 20°C: 0.794 g / ml
Appereance: clear, colorless
Packaging: 500ml plastic bottle

#03300

#03275

#07660

Net Price:
2.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.90 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.60 USD
Unit: pcs

Foam glass cleaner, 300 ml

Foam plastic cleaner, 300 ml

Hand cleaning gel, 50ml

Foam glass cleaner. Removes dust and dirt from computer
screens, glass elements of printers, scanners etc.

Foam plastic cleaner. Removes dust and dirt from plastic
elements.

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel, despite
its small size, is very efficient and absorbs quickly.

#07661

#07662

#07663

Net Price:
2.22 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.58 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.90 USD
Unit: pcs

Hand cleaning gel, 100ml

Hand cleaning gel, 150ml

Hand cleaning gel, 200ml

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel, despite
its small size, is very efficient and absorbs quickly.

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel, despite
its small size, is very efficient and absorbs quickly.

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel, despite
its small size, is very efficient and absorbs quickly.

#07664

#07665

#03304

Net Price:
3.55 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
32.00 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
2.84 USD
Unit: pcs

Hand cleaning gel, 250ml

Hand cleaning gel, 5l

Label killer, 300 ml

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel, despite
its small size, is very efficient and absorbs quickly.

An antibacterial gel is the perfect solution for travelling,
camping or family vacation. Han hygiene is essential these
days. The alcohol contained in the gel disinfects the skin, and
special compounds prevent it from being dry. The gel is very
efficient and absorbs quickly.

Label killer removes labels from all products.

#03301
Net Price:
1.94 USD
Unit: pcs

LCD/TFT foam
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#06368

#04273

#03305

Net Price:
1.28 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.11 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
0.855 USD
Unit: pcs

LCD/TFT liquid

Silicone grease H, 100g

Silicone grease H, 7g

Antistatic, bactericidal liquid for cleaning LCD / TFT liquid
crystal displays in laptops, palmtops, monitors. Atomizer with
a capacity of 100 ml.

Silicone grease increases heat transmission between
electronic elements and cooler. Essential for the proper
operation of all kinds of temperature sensors.

Silicone grease increases heat transmission between
electronic elements and cooler. Essential for the proper
operation of all kinds of temperature sensors.

#02353

#04276

Net Price:
0.712 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
0.868 USD
Unit: pcs

Silicone grease TF, 3,5g

Soldering paste, 40g
Designed for soldering copper, silver, zinc plating and nickel
plating elements with temperature up to 350°C. 40g tube.

Cable Ties
#03830

#04973

#03831

Net Price:
1.07 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.07 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
1.07 USD
Unit: pcs

Double sided cable tie, black, 10mm x 5m

Double sided cable tie, blue, 10mm x 5m

Double sided cable tie, red, 10mm x 5m

The double-sided cable tie makes organizing the cables
inside a rack clabinet easier.

The double-sided cable tie makes organizing the cables
inside a rack clabinet easier.

The double-sided cable tie makes organizing the cables
inside a rack clabinet easier.

Width: 10mm
Length: 5m
Color: Black

Width: 10mm
Length: 5m
Color: Blue

Width: 10mm
Length: 5m
Color: red

#02337

#02342

#02347

Net Price:
1.39 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
1.39 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.492 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable ties, 3.6 x 140 mm, black

Cable ties, 3.6 x 140 mm, natural

Cable ties, 2.5 x 80 mm, natural

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 35 mm
Tensile strength: 13 KP; 128 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 35 mm
Tensile strength: 13 KP; 128 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 15 mm
Tensile strength: 6 KP; 59 N

#02343

#02333

#02335

Net Price:
0.588 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.990 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
1.22 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable ties, 2.5 x 100 mm, natural

Cable ties, 2.5 x 160 mm, natural

Cable ties, 2.5 x 200 mm, natural

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 24 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 40 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80N

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 52 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80N
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#02338

#02349

#02334

Net Price:
1.82 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.588 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.990 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable ties, 3.6 x 200 mm, natural

Cable ties, 2.5 x 100 mm, black

Cable ties, 2.5 x 160 mm, black

Material: polyamide 6.6 natural
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 55 mm
Tensile strength: 13 KP; 128 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 24 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 40 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80 N

#02336

#02348

#02339

Net Price:
1.22 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.492 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
1.82 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable ties, 2.5 x 200 mm, black

Cable ties, 2.5 x 80 mm, black

Cable ties, 3.6 x 200 mm, black

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 52 mm
Tensile strength: 8,2 KP; 80 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 15 mm
Tensile strength: 6 KP; 59 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 55 mm
Tensile strength: 13 KP; 128 N

#02350

#02340

#04237

Net Price:
2.47 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
3.65 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
6.18 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable ties, 4.8 x 200 mm, black

Cable ties, 4.8 x 300 mm, black

Cable tie mounting bracket 3.5

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 50 mm
Tensile strength: 22 KP; 216 N

Material: polyamide 6.6 black (UV resistant)
Acc. to: MIL S-23190E, UL 94 V-2, GL98755-96 i
GL97820-96
Temperature resistance: -40°C to +80°C
Melting point: +250°C
Resistant to: oil, petrol, seawater, solvents, mold, dilated light
organic acids and alkalis.
Max. bundle Ø: 76 mm
Tensile strength: 22 KP; 216 N

Two-way, 19x19 mm.
Dimensions: 19x19mm
Material: Polyamide 6.6
Color: White
Combustibility: UL 94 V2

#04171
Net Price:
6.75 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Cable tie mounting bracket 5.7
Dimensions: 28x28 mm
Material: Polyamide 6.6
Color: White
Combustibility: UL 94 V2

Cable clips
#03231

#03232

#03233

Net Price:
2.10 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Net Price:
2.10 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Net Price:
2.38 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Circle nail clips 3

Circle nail clips 4

Circle nail clips 5

KO cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

KO cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

KO cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.
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#03234

#03235

#08339

Net Price:
2.38 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Net Price:
2.52 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Net Price:
0.395 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Circle nail clips 6

Circle nail clips 7

Circle nail clips CR 4

KO cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

KO cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

CR cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

#08340

#08341

#03243

Net Price:
0.417 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
0.483 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Net Price:
2.10 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Circle nail clips CR 5

Circle nail clips CR 6

Rectangular nail clips 4/2

CR cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

CR cable clips are used for attaching round cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

KP cable clips are used for attaching flat cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

#03244

#03261

Net Price:
2.10 USD
Unit: 200pcs

Net Price:
1.33 USD
Unit: 100pcs

Rectangular nail clips 5/2

Plastic cable holder 05/10

KP cable clips are used for attaching flat cables. They are
made from polyamide, the fixing element is a tempered nail.
Cable clips enable easy and aesthetic installation on every
base.

The UW pressed cable holder is used for fixing tubes, wires
and cables. It is made from polyamide PA6. It can be used in
temperatures ranging from -40°C to +84°C, it has an
increased immunity to sunlight.

Crimping tool inserts
#04385

#04267

#04270

Net Price:
8.09 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.05 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.05 USD
Unit: pcs

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-2C)

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-2E)

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-2E1)

The replacable die element widens the functionality of a
crimper, enabling crimping non-insulated automotive
connectors and other crimp terminals.

The replacable die element widens the functionality of a
crimper, enabling crimping non-insulated automotive
connectors and other crimp terminals.

The replacable die element widens the functionality of a
crimper, enabling crimping non-insulated automotive
connectors and other crimp terminals.

Purpose:non-insulated automotive connectors, crimp lugs
Cable types: 0,5-1,0mm2 (AWG 20-18), 1,5-2,5mm2 (AWG
16-14), 4,0-6,0mm2 (AWG 12-10)
Arms: #04392 Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM)
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: insulated connectors, non-insulated connectors
Cable types: 0,50mm2 (AWG 22), 0,75mm2 (AWG 20),
1,0mm2 (AWG 18), 1,5mm2 (AWG 16), 2,5mm2 (AWG 14),
4,0mm2 (AWG 12)
Arms: #04392 Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM)
Producer: Hanlong

Purpose: insulated connectors, non-insulated connectors
Cable types: 6mm2 (AWG 10), 10mm2 (AWG 8), 16mm2
(AWG 6)
Arms: #04392 Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM)
Producer: Hanlong

#04384

#04268

#04383

Net Price:
7.26 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.05 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
7.05 USD
Unit: pcs

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-3D)

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-3G)

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-3I)

Enables crimping the sleeves of connectors and pins on
coaxial cables of various diameters.

Crimping diameter: 1,09mm, 1,73mm, 2,54mm, 3,48mm,
5,41mm, 6,48mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG62, RG174, FIBER OPTIC

Crimping diameter: 6,46mm, 5,36mm, 2,36mm, 1,70mm,
8,00mm
Cable types: RG58, RG59, RG6, H155, RG174

Purpose:non-insulated automotive connectors, crimp lugs
Cable types: RG58; RG59; RG6; RG62 coaxial cables
Arms: #04392 Ratchet crimping tool, frame only (Hanlong
HT-336FM)
Producer: Hanlong

#04269
Net Price:
7.05 USD
Unit: pcs

Replacement die (Hanlong HT-3J)
Crimping diameter: 1,07mm, 1,72mm, 1,98mm, 3,25mm,
3,84mm, 4,52mm
Cable types: RG122, RG174, RG179, RG180, RG187,
RG188, RG195, RG178, RG316, BELDEN 8218, FIBER
OPTIC
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Replacement blades
#03299

#02202

#04390

Net Price:
2.90 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
0.244 USD
Unit: pcs

Net Price:
3.01 USD
Unit: pcs

Replacement blade (Hanlong HT-200S)

Replacement blade (Hanlong HT-3121)

Replacement blade (Hanlong HT-RB0809C)

Dimensions: 14x10.5mm
Quantity: 6pcs. set

Consists of 2 sets, 3 blades each.

Dimentions: 11x10.5mm, 14x11.5mm, 21x10.5mm
Quantity: 6pcs. (2pcs. of each size)

#04291
Net Price:
6.43 USD
Unit: pcs

Replacement blade (Hanlong HT14TBK)
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